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RENAISSANCE PROJECT
Thierry Coosemans - VUB 



RENAISSANCE Renewable Integration & Sustainability in Energy Communities

Analyse Design Integrate Demonstrate Replicate
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RENAISSANCE uses the MAMCA methodology:

ÅA participatory method to include and respect objectives of the local stakeholders to design, evaluate and 
optimize energy scenarios

ÅEnergy Scenarios = different forms of Energy Communities/Business Models

ÅTo engage and educate stakeholders to be part in this project/transition and ultimately increase acceptance 
and uptake of new solutions

RENAISSANCE survey on renewable energies and community -based solutions:

ÅPeople are ready to leave BAU towards innovative solutions, despite their low awareness of its complexity

ÅInforming and engaging since the design phases small groups of people, in order to later scale -up to the larger 
community, can be a strategic choice 

ÅExpand the research about the decision -making processes and the related  expectations  of involvement by 
the citizens
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C/ sells project
Ole Langniss - OLI Systems 
GmbH 



C/sells ӛthe Solar Arch in Southern Germany

Facts 

ü58 partners, 84 Mio û, 35 demonstrator cells, 1 million 

households involved and 30 Mio people affected

üNuclear (30%) phase out (2022), industrial centres vs. 

rural, sunny regions  

Objectives

üEnergy Infrastructure organised in cellular form 

üAutonomous regional cells that interact at supra -

regional level

üCloud-based infrastructure information system (IIS)

üRegional( ized) markets for ancillary services
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